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SKU

CAD

1964 Plymouth Barracuda License Lamp Lens Gasket

This is a factory-style replacement license lamp lens gasket.

BAICMA822084

8.47

1964-1965 Plymouth Barracuda Tail Lamp Gasket Set

These replacement tail lamp gaskets are laser cut to original BAICMA822073
specifications making them the most correct on the market. Each
set contains the necessary gaskets for both tail lamps on one
vehicle.

42.39

1964-1965 Tail Lamp Housing Hardware

Reproduction tail lamp housing to body mounting hardware for BAICMA822050
1964-65 Barracuda and 1965 Valiant models. Manufactured to
mount the tail lamp housings to body, using factory style
hardware that looks and fits like the originals. One set does one
vehicle.

68.89

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1965 Plymouth Barracuda License Lamp Lens Gasket

This is a factory-style replacement license lamp lens gasket.

1966 Plymouth Barracuda Tail Lamp Gasket Set

These replacement tail lamp gaskets are laser cut to original BAICMA822074
specifications making them the most correct on the market. Each
set contains the necessary gaskets for both tail lamps on one
vehicle.

42.39

1966-1967 License Plate Lens (Bullet Style)

Factory-style replacement license lamp lens for vehicles BAICMD334
equipped with the "bullet style" license plate lamp. Each lens
includes lens, screws and gasket for a complete replacement.
Will fit a wide variety of Mopar A and B-Body
models.Applications:A-Body1966-67
Barracuda1966-72
Valiant1971-72
Demon1971-72
DusterB-Body1968-70
Belvedere1968-71
GTX1968-74
Satellite1968-74
Road
Runner1966-67
Charger1966-67
Coronet1970-74
Charger1970-74 Coronet

26.49

1966-1974 License Lamp Lens Gasket

Factory-style replacement license lamp lens gaskets for various BAICMB2212
1965-74 models. Sold individually. Except 1972-74 models are
sold in pairs
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

4.23
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BAICMA822079

8.47

1967 Tail Lamp Housings - PR

Enhance the appearance of the tail lamps of your 1967 BAICMA2084
Barracuda with these high quality factory-style replacement tail
lamp housings. Features correct internal contours for correct
diffusion of light and includes proper mounting points. Sold
exclusively in pairs, these brand new factory-style tail lamp
housings will replace the originals exactly in both appearance
and function.

660.37

1967 Tail Lamp Lens Trim - PR

Replacement tail lamp lens trim for 1967 Barracuda models. BAICMA1159
Feature correct chrome border with textured center. Sold in pairs.

153.69

1967 Tail Lamp Lenses - PR

Factory-style replacement tail lamp lenses for 1967 Barracuda BAICMA2077
models. Enhance the appearance of your Mopar by replacing
pitted, oxidized, cracked or missing original tail lamp lenses with
these high quality factory-style replacements. These replacement
lenses are sold as a pair, feature all correct markings and include
gaskets.

409.15

1967-1969 Back-Up Lens Gaskets

Replacement back-up lamp lens gaskets for various 1963-73 BAICMA4734
Dodge and Plymouth models. Made in USA.

26.49

1967-1974 Tail Lamp Gasket Sets

Replacement tail lamp gaskets for various 1965-76 models. BAICMA820178
These gaskets are laser cut to original specifications making
them the most correct on the market. Each set contains the
necessary gaskets to repair both tail lamps on one vehicle.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

52.99

1968 Tail Lamp Housings - PR

Enhance the appearance of the tail lamps of your 1968 BAICMA2085
Barracuda with these high quality factory-style replacement tail
lamp housings. Features correct internal contours for correct
diffusion of light and includes proper mounting points. Sold
exclusively in pairs, these brand new factory-style tail lamp
housings will replace the originals exactly in both appearance
and function.

660.37

1968 Tail Lamp Lenses - PR

Factory-style replacement tail lamp lenses for 1968 Barracuda BAICMA2078
models. Enhance the appearance of your Mopar by replacing
pitted, oxidized, cracked or missing original tail lamp lenses with
these high quality factory-style replacements. These replacement
lenses are sold as a pair, feature all correct markings and include
gaskets.

492.89

1968-1969 License Plate Lens (Oval Style)

Factory-style replacement license lamp lens for vehicles BAICMD335
equipped with the "oval style" license plate lamp. Each lens
includes lens, screws and gasket for a complete replacement.
Will fit a wide variety of Mopar A, B and E-Body
models.Applications:A-Body1968-69
Barracuda1967-72
DartB-Body1966-67
Belvedere1967
GTX1966-67
Satellite1968-69
Charger1968-69
Coronet1968-69
Super
BeeE-Body1970-74 Challenger

26.49

1968-1974 Side Marker Lamp Gasket Set

Replacement side marker lamp gaskets for various 1968-76 A, B BAICMD600320

18.01
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and E-Body models. These gaskets are laser cut to original
specifications for a proper fit. Each set includes enough pieces
for both sides of vehicle
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

1969 Back-Up Lamp Bezel Set (Long Style)

Factory-style replacement long-style back-up lamp bezels for BAICMA1513
1969 Barracuda models. Bezels feature proper mounting
locations and chrome finish for a correct replacement. Sold as a
pair.

291.49

1969 Back-Up Lamp Bezel Set (Short Style)

Factory-style replacement short-style back-up lamp bezels for BAICMA1512
1969 Barracuda models. Bezels feature proper mounting
locations and chrome finish for a correct replacement. The short
style bezel will also fit and function on 1967 models but is not
cosmetically correct. Sold as a pair.

275.59

1969 Side Marker Bezels - PR

Factory-style replacement side marker bezels for all 1969 A and BAICMD2060
B-body models except wagons. For either front or rear side
marker application. Each bezel features correct finish, proper
contours and material thickness to correctly replace the original
bezel.
Sold
in
pairs,
two
pairs
required
per
vehicle.Applications:1969 Dart (Front Only)1969 Valiant1969
Barracuda1969 Belvedere1969 Charger1969 Coronet1969
GTX1969 Road Runner1969 Satellite1969 Super Bee

137.79

1969 Side Marker Lenses (Rear) - PR

Factory-style replacement rear side marker lamp lenses for all BAICMD2057
1969 Mopar A and B-Body models except wagons. Each lens is
manufactured to factory specifications with proper amber color to
correctly replace the front side marker lens. Currently there are
no markings on these lenses. Sold as a pair.Applications:1969
Valiant1969
Dart1969
Barracuda1969
Belvedere1969
Charger1969 Coronet1969 GTX1969 Road Runner1969
Satellite1969 Super Bee

68.89

1969 Tail Lamp Housings - PR

Enhance the appearance of the tail lamps of your 1969 BAICMA2086
Barracuda with these high quality factory-style replacement tail
lamp housings. Features correct internal contours for correct
diffusion of light and includes proper mounting points. Sold
exclusively in pairs, these brand new factory-style tail lamp
housings will replace the originals exactly in both appearance
and function.

660.37

1969 Tail Lamp Lens Trim - PR

Complete your new housing or replace the missing inner trim BAICMA4736
pieces on your existing tail lamp housings with these quality
pieces. They feature a bright chrome finish and must be painted
to match your black Formula S trim panel or argent silver for base
models.

153.69

1969 Tail Lamp Lenses - PR

Factory-style replacement tail lamp lenses for 1969 Barracuda BAICMA2079
models. Enhance the appearance of your Mopar by replacing
pitted, oxidized, cracked or missing original tail lamp lenses with
these high quality factory-style replacements. These replacement
lenses are sold as a pair, feature all correct markings and include
gaskets.

339.19
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1970 Tail Lamp Bezels - PR

Factory-style replacement tail lamp bezels for 1970 Plymouth BAICME1531
'Cuda models. Enhance the appearance of your Mopar by
replacing pitted, damaged or missing original tail lamp bezels
with these high quality factory-style replacements.Available in
painted-style replacement bezels feature an argent silver painted
finish but can painted to desired color also available in high
quality correct bright chrome finish. Sold in pairs
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

344.49

1970 Tail Lamp Housing Hardware

Reproduction tail lamp housing to body mounting hardware for BAICME175933
1970 Barracuda models. Manufactured to mount the tail lamp
housings to body, using factory style hardware that looks and fits
like the originals. One set does one vehicle.

26.49

1970 Tail Lamp Lenses - PR

Factory-style replacement tail lamp lenses for 1970 Barracuda BAICME1528
models. Enhance the appearance of your Mopar by replacing
pitted, oxidized, cracked or missing original tail lamp lenses with
these high quality factory-style replacements.These replacement
lenses are sold as a pair, feature all correct markings and include
gaskets.

344.49

1970 Tail Lamp Stud Protector Set

Reproduction tail lamp stud protector caps for 1969 Road BAICMN2104
Runner, GTX and 1970 Barracuda. These red caps were
installed on the end of the tail lamp housing studs to prevent
injuries when working in the tail lamp area.

13.77

1970-1971 Side Marker & Bezel Set

Factory-style replacement side marker and bezel set for 1970-71 BAICME1522
Barracuda models. This set includes all components necessary
to completely replace the side marker assemblies. This set
features lenses with proper markings and bezels are properly
finished to correctly replace the originals.Each set includes:(4)
Bezels(8) Lenses(8) Gaskets(2) Front Bulb Housings w/Wiring
Pigtails(2) Rear Bulb Housings(4) Retainers

601.01

1970-1971 Side Marker Bezels (Rear) - PR

Factory-style replacement rear side marker bezels for 1970-71 BAICME1520
Barracuda models. Features correct chrome finish and markings
to correctly replace the original side marker bezels. Sold as a
pair.

270.29

1970-1971 Side Marker Bezels (Retainer)

Individual factory-style replacement side marker retainers for BAICME1521
1970-71 Barracuda models. Manufactured to factory
specifications to correctly replace the original retainer and secure
the sidemarker correctly for an authentic appearance. Sold
individually.

47.69

1970-1971 Side Marker Lens Set (Rear)

Reproductions of the original side marker lenses for 1970-71 BAICME1512
Barracuda models. Each lens set features correct markings, and
includes two lens, two reflectors and four gaskets.

95.39

1970-1971 Tail Lamp Bezel Gasket - 2Pc

Replacement tail lamp bezel gaskets for 1970 Barracuda models. BAREMCUD-TLG-4
Manufactured in the correct paper material as originals.
65

16.95
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1970-1971 Tail Lamp Gaskets - 2pc

These replacement tail lamp gaskets are laser cut to original BAREMCUD-TLG-4
specifications making them the most correct on the market.
55

16.95

1970-1974 License Plate Lens (Long Style)

Factory-style replacement long-style license lamp lens for BAICME1315
1970-74 Barracuda models. Each lens includes lens, screws and
gasket for a complete replacement.

26.49

1971 Tail Lamp Bezels - PR

Factory-style replacement tail lamp bezels for 1971 Plymouth BAICME1533
'Cuda models. Enhance the appearance of your Mopar by
replacing pitted, damaged or missing original tail lamp bezels
with these high quality factory-style replacements.Available in
painted-style replacement bezels feature an argent silver painted
finish but can painted to desired color also available in high
quality correct bright chrome finish. Sold in pairs
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

386.89

1971 Tail Lamp Housing Hardware

Reproduction tail lamp housing to body mounting hardware for BAICME175935
1971 Barracuda models. Manufactured to mount the tail lamp
housings to body, using factory style hardware that looks and fits
like the originals. One set does one vehicle.

26.49

1971 Tail Lamp Lenses - PR

Factory-style replacement tail lamp lenses for 1971 Barracuda BAICME1529
models. Enhance the appearance of your Mopar by replacing
pitted, oxidized, cracked or missing original tail lamp lenses with
these high quality factory-style replacements.These replacement
lenses are sold as a pair, feature all correct markings and include
gaskets.

344.49

1972-1974 Back-Up Lamp Lenses - PR

Enhance the appearance and functionality of the back-up lamp BAICME1598
lenses fn your 1972-74 Barracuda with these high quality
factory-style replacement back up lamp lenses. Feature correct
markings, bright silver divider ring between red and clear sections
of lenses and proper mounting points. Sold exclusively in pairs,
these brand new factory-style lamp lenses will replace the
originals exactly in both appearance and function.

386.89

1972-1974 Side Marker Lamp Lens (Rear)

Factory side marker lamp lens. Fits 1972-76 A-body, 1972-75 BAICMN1707
B-body and 1972-74 E-body.

68.89

1972-1974 Tail Lamp Housing Hardware

Reproduction tail lamp housing to body mounting hardware for BAICME175937
1971 Barracuda models. Manufactured to mount the tail lamp
housings to body, using factory style hardware that looks and fits
like the originals. One set does one vehicle.

74.19

1972-1974 Tail Lamp Lenses - PR

Factory-style replacement tail lamp lenses for 1972-74 Barracuda BAICME1597
models. Enhance the appearance of your Mopar by replacing
pitted, oxidized, cracked or missing original tail lamp lenses with
these high quality factory-style replacements.These replacement
lenses are sold as a pair, feature all correct markings and include
gaskets.

344.49
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1972-1974 Tail Lamp Trim Ring Set

Replacement tail lamp trim rings for 1972-74 Barracuda models. BAICME5063
Feature correct finish and mount just like originals. Sold as a set
of four.

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Barracuda parts and has been serving you for over 25 years.
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794
Our Mailing Address:
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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